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• What would it be like? Would it be fun?

• Think of two things that make you different from everyone else.

We are all unique
Every person in the world is unique … that means there never has been, is now, or ever will be 
another person just like you. We are all different.  Just imagine a world where people were all 
the same.  

What makes each of us different from every 
other person we know? It is our personality. It 
is the way we think, feel, act and what we like 
to do. 

Our personality shines out through the words 
we choose to use, the ideas we come up 
with, the way we move from place to place 
and the activities we choose to take part in.

In New Zealand, people are encouraged to think for themselves and be comfortable with who they 
are.

There's no use in being jealous,
Wishing you could be somebody else,

If you try too hard to be something you’re not, 
You’ll forget how to be yourself!

There are about seven and a half billion people in the world —but there's only 
one you. You are an original individual!

What do you think the words 'individual' and 'original' mean?
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Being different

1.   Interview a family member and listen carefully to what they share about their personality. 

Here are some ideas:
• Favourite animal
• Place they like best
• Favourite sport (Do they like sport?)
• Favourite film
• Favourite food
• Favourite family activity
• If they had $10 what would they buy?

2.   Draw a picture that represents of of your family member's personalities (it might be 
nana, uncle or your cousin).  Can the rest of the family work out who the special family 
member is?

3.   List as many of your family memebers as you can.  For each person, describe (or 
record) one thing that you enjoy about their uniqueness.

4.   How would you describe Harold's peronality?




